Christian Assistance Ministry at 110 McCullough
40 years ago, nine downtown churches followed God’s command to help those in need and took action! They created CAM, on the corner of 281 and
McCullough, as a beacon of light, offering help and hope. Like our wheat logo and its reference to Leviticus 23:22 “When you harvest the crops on your land,
don’t cut all the way to the corners of your field. Don’t pick up the grain that falls on the ground. Leave it for the poor…” CAM is here to help us all share our
harvest. Furthermore, like the uncut corners of wheat, we hope that our corner will be tall and a visible like those uncut corners. Today this location is in the
heart of urban development and we have a unique opportunity to help more, share our message and bring our community together to serve because of this
location. Our 10 year vision is to turn this campus into a place of rejuvenation, giving, serving and support throughout the city by transforming, repairing and
sharing our vision through inside improvements that will enable us to do more and exterior improvements that will be a testimony and a natural visual that San
Antonio is a City that cares for great art, great places to work, great living, great food and cares greatly for its people.

CAM’s Vision for the Future
CAM is now an entrance into a burgeoning new urban development with the Tobin Center a few blocks from our campus, buildings being updated like
the San Antonio light building, CPS Energy moving in a few blocks away, the Broadway corridor bond, new residence and the East Side revitalization. We
will be an entrance to these new areas, the place folks pass by to get to some of their jobs, arts, food etc. and for some their new neighborhood. We
want to be a “light-not a blight” and we want our new neighbors to view us as one of the reasons they want to live in this historic, urban area because
they want to live where they can give! We also want to be a destination for those coming downtown and we want to be a place of help and hope to
those we serve. This rendering shows the effort we will be making to improve our exterior campus. It is our duty to upkeep this donated property and
our vision to be able to set an example for serving that enables us to serve more and help others see they can be involved in serving. We plan to
install new fencing in April (iron and we already have a grant for this), a community garden on the front of this parking lot, move the children’s
playground to the front entrance and put awnings on the front and remove the bars to set a tone of grace and love for those who need help and for
those who want to provide help. The street scape is part of the McCullough Ave consortium that involves business support, City, and state support.
These are things the developers and city will help to do in order to improve this entire area.
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CAM Downtown Campus Transformation
Our vision is to utilize the warehouse to operate programs, services, create space to sort and disseminate gently used items for our current
campus, the University United Methodist Church Satellite Campus, and hopefully future locations throughout the city within other local
churches or nonprofits. We will be applying for grants and seeking donations to shore up the warehouse. We plan to create a better space
for storing while also adding heating and air conditioning so that it can be more fully utilized to serve and be served. Please note this
rendering is not set in stone but something we created for a grant we are proposing to the San Antonio Area Foundation/Santikos grant
and they asked to show how they may have a naming opportunity.
We also plan to tear down the dilapidated temporary building we use as our chapel and add a permanent chapel on to this warehouse so
that it can be used as a chapel each morning and have multi use during the day, weekends or evenings. The chapel creates an additional
unique naming opportunity too.

